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Description

103

Solo Stove® Bonfire Ultimate Bundle

The fire pit bundle built for the backyard and
Century 21 Master Key
beyond. Bonfire's unique features are
Realty
enhanced by every accessory you could need to
create the most memorable experience
possible. Includes the "Bonfire" Smokeless fire
pit, bonfire stand, bonfire shelter (cover), fire
pit tools and roasting sticks!

107

“A VIP Concert-You Deserve It”

At the Rose Music Center – 2 Box seat tickets
with Western Ohio Mortgage; VIP tickets, VIP
entrance, buffet before the show and a private
bar!

110

Taco Tuesday Margarita & Slush Blender, margarita glasses, mixes,
and salt

Host an epic margarita night with this wonderful
set which includes everything you need to make
a delicious margarita at home! This wonderful
set includes the Nostalgia Taco Tuesday 640z
Frozen Margarita & Slush Blender, set of 4
adorable Libbey Cactus Margarita glasses, bottle
of tequilla, margarita mixes and salt.

Donated by

Western Ohio
Mortgage

Cisco Realty
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112

Fire Sense 35" Roman Fire Pit

113

Coach File Bag in Signature Canvas with pink accents AND Coach Slim
Cisco Realty
This beautiful and functional purse features
Wallet in pink
Coach Signature coated canvas and smooth
leather in a beautiful shade of pink. It also
features an inside multifunction pocket, zip-top
closure, fabric lining, outside zip pocket, and
adjustable strap with 21 3/4" drop for shoulder
or crossbody wear....AND the wallet! This
beautiful and functional wallet in the matching
shade of pink, it is the perfect accessory for any
Coach fan.

115

Coach City Tote in Signature Canvas

This attractive fire pit would be a wonderful
addition to any backyard or patio. It features a
35-inch, high temp antique bronze steel fire
bowl with hammered lip, brushed painted steel
legs, one piece mesh fire screen with high
temperature paint, with a screen lift tool and
wood grate included.

This versatile, beautiful and functional tote
features signature coated canvas with smooth
leather details, inside zip pocket, snap closure,
and handles with 10" drop. It is a “must have”
accessory for any collection.

Cisco Realty

Bryn Daring-Stewart
(Royer Realty)
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116

10'x10' Portable Lightweight Pop-Up Canopy

Measures 10 ft x 10 ft. EZ up and folds for easy
storage. 100% steel frame supports finished
with rust resistant powder coat paint. Includes
heavy duty carrying case with wheels. A must
have for any outdoor gathering!

Choice Properties Real
Estate

120

Blackstone Griddle ULTIMATE Bundle

Plus One Professionals
This bundle is an outdoor chef's dream! It
Real Estate
includes everything you need to get cooking
today! This bundle includes the original
Blackstone Cooking Station 4 Burner Propane
Fuelled Restaurant Grade Professional 36 Inch
Outdoor Flat Top Gas Griddle with Built in
Cutting Board, Garbage Holder and Side Shelf, a
600D Heavy Duty Waterproof Canvas Flat Top
Gas Grill Cover for Blackstone 36" Griddle
Cooking Station, and an impressive 42 piece
griddle accessory kit featuring Spatula, Scraper,
meat injector, Griddle Cleaning Kit, and Carry
Bag.
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Bose Sport Earbuds

127

Set of 2 (two) XL Zero Gravity Chairs - Gray

129

$300 Gas Card
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Bose Sport Earbuds are designed from the
ground up to energize your exercise with
acclaimed lifelike sound and a comfortable,
secure fit. Proprietary technologies make your
music sound clear and balanced, no matter how
loud you turn it up, while the earbuds’ sleek
design allows them to sit close to your ears. And
the eartips won’t hurt your ears no matter how
long you exercise and won’t fall out no matter
how much you move.
This sturdy set of zero gravity chairs each have a
350lb weight capacity and are perfect for any
outdoor gathering or as permanent seat out on
the deck or by the pool. These are chairs are a
stylish gray color to fit any décor and include
double bungee cord stability, are E-coated for
rust protection, and feature a ring lock
mechanism for easy recline & detachable tray
for holding drinks, phones & more.

WRIST, Inc.

Galbreath, Realtors

With the price of gas today….this item should be Henderson Land
at the top of everyone's "have to have" list! Go Investment Company
ahead and plan that road trip with this "musthave" item!
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Serfas® Dart 500W E-Bike (electric bicycle)
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If you lost out on the gas card, maybe you could MOAR
go electric instead with this FINAL item of the
night! This impressive electric bike, purchased
from a local shop; Smitty's Bike Shop in Piqua
can reach speeds up to 28mph with it's 5 level
pedal assist. It boasts a 30 mile range on a
single charge, and it's sleek, sloped frame design
makes hopping on and off a breeze. Zip through
town in style, save money on gas and get some
fresh air on this AWESOME e-bike.

